A commentary on
Intercellular nanotubes mediate bacterial communication by Dubey, G. P., and Ben-Yehuda, S. (2011) . Cell 144, [590] [591] [592] [593] [594] [595] [596] [597] [598] [599] [600] Classical genetics and biochemical studies on bacterial communication have established that bacteria can exchange small circular plasmids and DNA fragments via conjugative pili or through the agency of a transducing phage. Additionally, homogenous and heterogeneous bacterial population can share chemical information by secreting pheromone-like molecules called as QS auto-inducers or by discharging cytoplasmic and periplasmic proteins, antimicrobial factors, and even DNA in packaged outer membrane vesicles (MVs), which can deliver the cargo to distant cells. Delivery of cellular proteins via a direct cellular contact is also not uncommon in bacteria. Many pathogenic Gram negative bacteria can deliver cytoplasmic effector proteins directly into the host cytoplasm using specialized secretory systems. These secretion systems can employ highly orchestrated needle complexes as in the type III secretion system (T3SS) and the type VI secretion system (T6SS) or pilin channels as in the type IV secretion system, for the delivery of toxins and effector molecules directly into host (Tseng et al., 2009 ). However, these secretory systems are principally unidirectional delivery apparatus ensembling unique constituent proteins in a highly energy expensive process. Nonetheless, there has been no evidence of bacteria sharing large proteins and DNA fragments through direct cytoplasmic contact.
The recent report by Dubey and BenYehuda (2011) (Hoekstra et al., 1976) . Moreover, a recent study revealed that in Pseudomonas aeruginosa MVs primarily contain highly charged B-band LPS which is relatively rare in comparison with the abundant A-band LPS in OM (Li et al., 1996) . It is proposed that localization of these charged moieties at unlinked areas coupled with the accumulation of cargo proteins and some unidentified curvatureinducing molecules in the periplasm build a substantial inducing force beneath the outer membrane causing an outward curvature which culminates in release of MVs (Kulp and Kuehn, 2010) . Further, due to the intrinsic bilayered exterior, these MVs can readily adhere to and fuse with cell wall of other bacteria.
Incidentally, Dubey and Ben-Yehuda (2011) also observed similar membrane bulging during initiation of the nanotubes formation. Given the degree of similarity between MVs and nanotubes it is plausible that initiation of these conduits might require similar framework of preferential biogenesis sites on the bacterial cell wall excluding specific membrane components or including preferential cargo which would act as inducing force. Moreover, since nanotube formation is governed by relative distance between two adjacent bacteria, it is possible that these conduits are formed by fusion of two budding MVs from respective bacteria which otherwise would shed these vesicles if not in close proximity of each other. Another fact which stipulate resemblance between nanotubes and MVs is that both allows concurrent delivery of multiple secreted molecules to the host at higher concentration which could be a prerequisite for certain bioprocesses. 
